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This paper shed the light on common mistakes

practiced by Halal certification bodies (HCB)and

ıt has the aim of ımrovıng HCB to provıde

genuine Halal certified products.

With the increasing Muslimpopulation, there has

been a global increase in the demand for Halal

products (food and non-food)*.

Introduction:

*Darhim Dali Hashim: Introduction to The Global Halal Indus try and its Services, Halal Industry and its Services Conference
24-26 January 2011, State of Kuwait.http://www.islam.gov.kw/site/ads/Gulf1_Halal/First_day/day/1_%20Darhim%20Dali%20Hashim.pdf, And 9th

MEETING OF THE OIC STANDARDISATION EXPERTS GROUP, 16-18 Apr il, 2008 in Ankara, Turkey



Muslim consumers look for Halal Logo and Halal

certification upon product purchase or use. This

warrants���� Halal products to be genıunly Halal*.

*Darhim Dali Hashim: Introduction to The Global Halal Indus try and its Services, Halal Industry and its Services Conference
24-26 January 2011, State of Kuwait.http://www.islam.gov.kw/site/ads/Gulf1_Halal/First_day/day/1_%20Darhim%20Dali%20Hashim.pdf, And 9th

MEETING OF THE OIC STANDARDISATION EXPERTS GROUP, 16-18 Apr il, 2008 in Ankara, Turkey
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The most important aspect of Halal certification

services is the integrity of its Halal supply chain*.

And ın most cases theHalal

ıntegrıty of these chaıns can

not be guranteed.



The information included in this paper were obtained

from international HCB, and Halal institutes of

Malaysia, New Zealand, France, and USA.

Methodology:

I have also included my personal experience of 32

years of communications &visiting HCB worldwide.

The main challenges of HCBas I see ıtfall broadly

into three main areas, these are:

1) The lack of competent Halal certification system.

2) The lack of competent Halal auditors and workers,and

3) The lack of Halal raw material and ingredients.

Results:



These3 maın areas can be

further classıfıed into8

main groups as follows:

1. Lack of competent Halal certification system. 

2. Not gaining necessary competency. 

3. Not following Halal procedures. 

4. Lack of transparency. 

5. Lack of Islamic behaviors.

6. Lack of commitment from the management.

7. Lack of Halal raw materials supply.>

8. Lack of Halal technical training.

Common mistakes practiced by Halal certification bodies:



1-1 Many Halal certification bodies (HCB) do not
comply with governmental approved Halal laws and
standards.
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Examples:

Lack of competent Halal certification system

STANDARDIZATION 
ORGANIZATION FOR G.C.C 

(GSO)

GSO 993 / 1998
������� ��� 	
�����

������� ������� �
��� 
���
ANIMAL SLAUGHTERING 

REQUIREMENTS
ACCORDING TO ISLAMIC LAW�

2. GSO Halal Standard, and

3. Food Safety Management
Standards: ISO22000

1. Malaysian Halal Standards

GSO Halal standards are the one that cover one of the main

importer of Brazilian poultry meat, i.e. the 6 main Gulf

countries: Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates,

Qatar, Bahrain, Oman, and lately Yemen was accepted as

one of the GSO members.



3.2.6 Beating on head or

similar action, such as using

of bolt shot pistol or non

penetrative percussion or

stunning by carbon dioxide is

not permitted. 3.2.7 Electrical stunning 

is not allowed in case of 

birds.

What is in GSO Halal Standard?

1-2 Many HCB lack of knowledge and

commitment to consumers.

This is due to ignorance in the

professional skills of Halal

requirements.

And for this reason many HCB

has been religiously disqualified

to carry out Halal services.



1-3 Many HCB are non-ethical.

In many cases, HCB finds itself forced to accept non-Halal
laws, andthis is done without the knowledge of Muslim
consumers.

1-4 Many HCB lack of Muslim owned Halal

industries

The Halal industry should have

its own Muslim-owned slaughter

houses, food processing,

cosmetics and pharmaceutical

plants to avoid religious and

cultural conflicts with non-

Muslim owners.



1-5 Most HCB do not haveScientific andShariah
committees.

The two committees are needed to:

1) work hand in hand to understand new

technologies, to solve emerging religious

issues that are linked with new

technologies, to understand the chemical

nature of raw materials.

And 2) to provide Halal procedures to switch Haram

productions lines to Halal one.

1-6 Most HCB are internationallynot recognized.

How many HCB are internationally recognized?



1-7 Most HCB do not have international contracts.

How many HCB have international Halal contracts?

1-8 Some HCB do not have its own Halal manual

procedures on slaughtering requirements.



1-9 Many Halal meat certifying bodies are ignorant

with the other Halal processed food requirements.

In the west, HCB that
certify restaurants that sell
meals containing their
own Halal certified meat
they do not pay attention to
other food ingredients
contained in these Halal
certified meat products
(e.g. cheese in burgers).

1-10 HCB are not subjected to any Halal laws that

regulate their activities.

Are all Halal certified

meat comply with the

Halal requirements?



1-11 In spite of the meetings and efforts by various

countries, a universal Halal certification system

has not evolved due tolack of concerted  متضافرة

effort. Each organization is trying to protect its

own territory.

Competent Halal Team

2

2-1 Many HCB has no interest in formulating competent Halal
team.

The Halal team of HCB lack training not only insharieah
and scientific knowledgebut also in the newly introduced
Food Safety Management Systemssuch asISO22000.

Not gaining necessary competency

Sharieah knowledge 

Scientific knowledge
International Standards

knowledge 
Training



2-2 Many HCB do not havesufficient professionals

with the relevant competency and skills in Halal.

The Halal industry need to have Halal professionals 
in every area to serve the Halal issue.

2-3 Being an Ulema is not sufficient to be a Halal

auditor in this age of high technology processes.

Ulema of HCB should allow Muslim scientists to contribute

their knowledge and expertise in their Halal activities.



Halal certifications with integrity is very important.

2-4 Many HCB do not certify theır teammember in

the area of their Halal services.

Professional
Certificate 

HalalHalalHalalHalal

Halal training leading to a professional Halal certificateis an added value.

2-5 HCB are not being sincere in selecting their Halal

slaughter operator who are sincere in their belief.

I have personally witnessed a Halal slaughter man in France

who does not utter theTasmiyah at the time of slaughter.



2-6 HCB do not inspect their Halal certified premises.

The Halal surveillance of certified
premises is often neglected.

HCB think that they could rely on
industries they certified, so they only
inspect one or two times a year.
Inspections must be done daily or
weekly.

Inspection should go beyond raw
materials. It should include equipments
that are dedicated to Halal processing.

Example:

2-7 HCB lack of Islamic and scientific knowledge

to differentiate Halal fromHaram.

Many newly introduced raw materials like parts of

insects or food additives from wool or insects need a

chemist who has the ability to explain the nature of the

raw material to support Ifta commıttee decesıon.

Example:



I have personally proved in my lab in Kuwait that

glycerin in soap can go back to glycerin.

i.e. the chemical reaction is reversible, the original nature

of raw material still exist, and thus the Istihala concept of

glycerin in soap as proposed by sharieah scholars was

wrong.

2-8 wıth few exceptions, there has not been an

effort to establish competency.

The focus of most organizations has been to get

recognitionfrom MUI and JAKIM so that their

certificates are not rejected.



3-1 Some HCB may have a procedure manual or

at least agree to follow a set of Halal process or

standard but ın practıce they often don't follow

them.
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In another word their standards areink on

papers and in practice they are not being applied.

For example, complete Halal chain inspections
and regular Halal monitoring are not done.

Not following Halal procedures

3-2 Most HCB that certify meat from

stunned birds/animals as Halal do not

check if the birds/animals at the time

of slaughter were alive.



For example, HCB who accept stunning,

they say: slaughter men can detectdead

chickens!!

But in an industrial context, when you

slaughter more than 5000 chickens/hour it

is impossible for a slaughter man to be

alert/watchful all the time.

3-3 Although it is Halal,

some HCB certify meat as

Halal obtained fromvery

weak animals. This is not

Tayyib (poor meat quality).
This is noticed by active Halal groups in France.



3-4 Many HCB

approved meat as Halal

without actual on-site

Halal audit/supervision

of the meat.

Halal audit/supervision: is a procedure whereby a Halal 
meat/carcasses are checked if they are  complied with the 
Halal requirements.

3-5 Many HCB approved

meat as Halal frombirds

/animals that were

inhumanely handled by the

worker.

i.e. the use of captive bolt

for stunning.



3-6 Some HCB certify

processed meat as Halal

that is manufactured by

equipment normally used

for Haram/ or non-Halal

processed meat.

3-7 Most HCB are submitting to non-Halal laws.

Accept stunning

Accept mechanical slaughtering

Accept Istihala as an excuse to approve Halal

Work on Haram productions lines

Accept Haram ingredients

Accept non-approved slaughtermen
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4-1 Many HCB do not disclose their standards,

methods and organization details.

Lack of transparency

4-2 Many HCB do not provide complete and clear

sufficient information to consumers for themto

have better choices

i.e. they give misleading Halal certificates.

Example………>



Some HCB certify stunned birds/animals as Halal

and they put on their advertisements the following

statement:

Example:

Hand Slaughtered

This statement is misleading as it imply that the 

meat is: Pure Halal with no stunning.



4-3 Some HCB are:1) part of a manufacturing

company or

2) a society established by a manufacturing

company for the purpose of certifying their own

products as Halal.

4-4 Transparency is a double edged sword.

Most HCB keep the things to themselves

lest ������ they be criticized by another

competing HCB.

Government recognized HCB can play a

better role in forcing transparency.



5

5-1 Some HCB are not trustworthy.

Lack of Islamic behaviors

i.e. some HCB give

concessions  
����� of Halal

requirements for the sake of

gaining acceptance from

processing plants/ slaughter

houses.

5-2 The absence of any kind of coordination

between HCB occur as a result of considerıng

other HCB as enemies.



5-3 Some HCB that works closely to

governmental agencies such as in EU

instead of defending Halal they get

paid for being silent when deceiving

Muslim consumers.

5-4 Definitely, there is lack

of Islamic behavior among

some HCB such as back-

stabbing.



5-5 We still find lack of

Islamic behaviors ın HCB

especially among1) Muslims

of different ethnics originsor

2) among the newcomers into

Halal industry,or

3) among Halal profit

organizations.

This act is often seen on the internet to damage the image

of some trustworthy HCB.

5-6 Fake and doctored����� 

information claımed agaınst

some HCB that they are

certifying Harammeat!



5-7 Contradictions in the

private life of the people

who provide Halal services.

People who works for Halal do not implement Halal in their

own private life, just visit their houses and you know what I

mean: some do not care what bread or shampoo he buy for

his family.

Many have no control on what they eat in conferences, i.e.
they do not avoid eatıngHaram meat or Haram sweets.

They do not practıce theır Halal values!!

6

6-1 Most certifying

bodies area one-man

shows, even when

associated with a

center or a mosque.

Lack of commitment from the management.



6-2 Some HCB are non-Muslims.

You can find HCB of:

Qadiani, or

Jewish faith.

Some Ahlulkitab slaughtermen are non-believers.

Some slaughtermen are of Batini faiths.

6-3 Many HCB have no interest in investing part

of their income gained fromHalal services to

solve Halal activities (slaughtering techniques and

Istihala issues etc.,)



7-1 Some HCB who certify

processed food as Halal lack of

Halal raw ingredients fromgenuine

global Halal supplier.
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For this reasonHCB cannot guarantee

the integrity of its Halal supply chain.

Lack of Halal raw materials supply.

8

8-1 Halal slaughter operator,

supervisors, top managers are

not given a thorough training

on how Halal is done and

how important is it to ensure

zero level of cross

contamination.

Lack of Halal technical training.



There must be an international trustworthy 

organization that will harmonize Halal services 

globally, this organization is best to be the Muslim 

World League(MWL) of Saudi Arabia. 

Conclusion:

MWL has all the criteria needed for such role, it is a 

non-profit organization, it is from Saudi Arabia a 

country that is considered to be a major importer of 

meat from all over the world.



MWL is also, close to Islamic International Fiqh

Academy (IIFA) and to many Islamic organizations 

that can provide MWL with necessary Shariah

advise. 

In addition, the MWL has been appointed by a royal 

decree of Saudi government to be the body in charge 

of providing Halal meat to Saudi Arabia. 

MWL has lately establish World Islamic Authority 

for Halal. 

We hope that this newly formed Authority will 

harmonize Halal services globally.



Alternatively

HCB that share similar values of not using stunning and 

do not believe in Istihala unless proven to be so as 

defined by Sharieah, they should formulate Global 

Halal Body of Non-Stun in which it will be the one to 

be contracted with internationally and only those 

approved by that body will provide the Muslim 

consumer with 100% Halal meat and Halal products. 
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